
John Robinson’s DRAFT notes on the fifth video meeting of Sandhurst Parish Council Footpath 

Report item 16 on Monday 5 October2020   

Words in italics were not mentioned in Council but are pertinent to these notes. 

Recommendations 

Members noted: 

1)   The report and the actions that were being taken by individual members. 

2)   The need to make comments asap. about any matter of concern to RD or RE. 

3)   That the kissing gate on order has been delivered to Barrow Farm. There are now two kissing 

gates at Barrow Farm, the second one being collected from Rodway Lane by RD. 

4)  Approval to the continuation of the Chairman and Vice Chairman taking any action necessary in 

these uncertain times of COVID-19. 

Members agreed: 

5) SB being instructed by PL to construct the 1.5m stile necessary on the permissive path to ESA 23 

once a gate has been fixed to the Broadboard Brook Bridge. 

Action JPR to inform PL when the gate has been installed. 

 PL to instruct SB to construct the 1.5m stile at a cost of £120. 

PL please note there has been a contingency sum of £20 allowed in the accounts. 

 6) To instruct JPR to arrange for a riser to be put in place in the existing fence at the boundary of 

Moat Farm and JK’s land on ESA 23. Materials to be purchased up to the value of £20 if necessary. 

Action JPR to arrange and waymark as necessary 

 7) To the erection of kissing gates on the Severn Way ESA1A at the boundary of Moat Farm land 

and JK’s land and ESA 31 at the boundary of Moat Farm land and Giles Cottage land. 

Action JPR to confirm the agreement of JK and the owner of Giles Cottage 

 8) To accept the situation regarding further monies being received from GCC Property Department. 

Action JPR to report again in November. 

 CC Awford advised he would investigate further assistance. 

 

 9) Footpath Guide. DW was still looking for a person who would be able to draw up a leaflet. 

Action All to consider the future of a footpath guide 

 

10) Welcomed RD’s offer with thanks to re- erect the finger post at the bottom of Rodway Lane on 

the Severn Way on the line of the levee at its junction with Rodway Lane 

Action RD 

 JPR to arrange for a finger indicating Restricted Byway 

 



11) It was suggested that this year had been an exceptionally fast weed growing spring resulting in 

field footpaths being barely passable. 

Action JPR to produce a report 

 

12) To accepting the agreement of Ranworth’s owner to the removal of the step and cross pieces of 

the stile at the boundary of Ranworth and Cufferies Fold. 

Action PL to send a letter of thanks to TR.  JPR to arrange for removal 

 

13) Finance Report 

Action PL to inform JPR any query he might have. PL requested that in future only the present 

balance be printed in the Footways Report. 

 

14) Bridleway ESA2 not discussed 

Action RD to report on the position regarding signage 

 

        

  

  

 

  

  

 

       

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

   


